Singlet molecular oxygen ((1)O2): a possible effector of eukaryotic gene expression.
Biological processes involving light may have both beneficial (photosynthesis) and destructive (photosensitization) consequences. Singlet molecular oxygen, (1)O2, and other reactive oxygen species such as hydrogen peroxide and hydroxyl radical, arise during the interaction of light with photosensitizing chemicals in the presence of molecular oxygen. (1)O2 oxidizes macromolecules such as lipids, nucleic acids, and protein, depending on its intracellular site of formation; and promotes detrimental processes such as lipid peroxidation, membrane damage, and cell death. Photochemical reactive oxygen species (ROS) generating systems induce the expression of several eukaryotic genes, which include stress proteins, early response genes, matrix metalloproteinases, immunomodulatory cytokines, and adhesion molecules. These gene expression phenomena may belong to cellular defensive mechanisms, or may promote further injury. Whereas the signal transduction pathways that link site-specific oxidative damage and gene expression are poorly understood, ROS may affect signalling components in the membrane, cytosol, or nucleus, leading to changes in phospholipase, cyclooxygenase, protein kinase, protein phosphatase, and transcription factor activities. Limited evidence for (1)O2 involvement in gene activation phenomena consists of deuterium oxide solvent effects, inhibition by (1)O2-quenchers, sensitization by porphyrins, chemical trapping methods, and comparative effects of photosensitizing dyes and thermolabile endoperoxides. The studies outlined in this review support an hypothesis that (1)O2 and other ROS generated during photochemical processes such as ultraviolet-A (320-380 nm) radiation exposure, or photosensitizer mediated oxidation may have dramatic effects on eukaryotic gene expression.